Introduction

Bone marrow transplantation (BMT) is used to treat a variety of human diseases such as severe combined immune deficiency (SCID) (1, 2), Fanconi anemia (3, 4), osteogenesis imperfecta (5, 6), and inborn errors of metabolism or macrophage function such as lysosomal storage diseases or osteopetrosis (7, 8). Adult bone marrow (BM) contains mesenchymal stem cell progenitors (MSCs), which can give rise to osteocytes, chondrocytes, adipocytes, and skeletal muscle (9, 10). Marrow also contains progenitors for neural (11, 12), hepatic (13, 14), cardiac (15, 16), and epithelial cells (17), indicating the potential of BMT to repair nonhematopoietic tissues. Engraftment of donor-derived cells in nonhematopoietic tissues has been described in human BMT recipients (18, 19). However, recent findings demonstrated that BM cells fuse to and subsequently adapt the phenotype of host cells in vitro, thus questioning the transdifferentiation abilities of BM cells in vivo (20).

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is the most common and severe form of muscular dystrophy, with loss of independent ambulation occurring at approximately 10 years of age (21). Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a severe progressive muscle-wasting disorder caused by mutations in the dystrophin gene. Studies have shown that bone marrow cells transplanted into lethally irradiated mdx mice, the mouse model of DMD, can become part of skeletal muscle myofibers. Whether human marrow cells also have this ability is unknown. Here we report the analysis of muscle biopsies from a DMD patient (DMD-BMT1) who received bone marrow transplantation at age 1 year for X-linked severe combined immune deficiency and who was diagnosed with DMD at age 12 years. Analysis of muscle biopsies from DMD-BMT1 revealed the presence of donor nuclei within a small number of muscle myofibers (0.5–0.9%). The majority of the myofibers produce a truncated, in-frame isoform of dystrophin lacking exons 44 and 45 (not wild-type). The presence of bone marrow–derived donor nuclei in the muscle of this patient documents the ability of exogenous human bone marrow cells to fuse into skeletal muscle and persist up to 13 years after transplantation.
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years of age (21, 22). Loss of dystrophin protein is also observed in the mdx mouse, the mouse model of DMD (23). In mdx mice and DMD patients, dystrophin expression is restored within revertant myofibers and results from skipping of exons surrounding the mutation, giving rise to truncated in-frame transcripts (24–26).

Skeletal muscle myofibers are multicellular syncytial structures that arise from fusion of mononuclear myoblasts (27). Besides myoblasts, other cells can participate in the formation of myotubes in vitro (28) or fuse to preexisting myofibers in vivo (29–33). Thus, for therapy of muscle disorders, fusion of wild-type cells to dystrophic myofibers leads to the incorporation of normal nuclei capable of expressing the desired gene product (34). Studies in the mdx mouse have indicated that different cell types can contribute to the repair of dystrophic myofibers in vivo, including myoblasts (35), fibroblasts (29), and BM cells after BMT (30–32). Thus, preclinical testing of BMT for therapy of muscular dystrophy is currently ongoing. Here we describe a patient, DMD-BMT1, who received BMT at 1 year of age for X-linked SCID, was diagnosed with DMD at age 12 years, and has a very mild muscular dystrophy phenotype. This fortuitous case represents a unique opportunity to study whether human bone marrow cells have the potential to engraft into diseased skeletal muscle, persist for 13 years after BMT, and contribute to the mild phenotype of the patient.

Methods

The studies were performed in accordance with a protocol approved by the Committee on Clinical Investigations (Institutional Review Board) of Children’s Hospital Los Angeles, with the informed consent of the patient’s parents and the assent of the patient, referred to as DMD-BMT1.

Analysis of skin, marrow, and peripheral blood DNA samples. DMD-BMT1 skin fibroblasts and BM-derived MSCs were grown to confluence in DMEM 10% FCS or Dexter’s Original Medium (Life Technologies Inc., Grand Island, Minnesota, USA). Peripheral blood lymphocytes were isolated by Ficoll separation (Amersham-Pharmacia Biotech New York, USA). Peripheral blood lymphocytes were designed (ABI Software Inc., Foster City, California, USA) to specifically amplify full-length dystrophin primers and probes (C43F-CC45R) (C43F 5′-CCAATGGTATCTTAAGGT-3′; 45R2 5′-CGCCTGTGGAAAGGGTGAGC-3′). Reverse transcription was performed in a Hybaid thermocycler for 30 minutes at 50°C followed by 15 minutes at 95°C. Amplification was performed for 30 cycles under the following conditions: 94°C for 1 minute, 52°C for 40 seconds, and 72°C for 50 seconds, with a final extension at 72°C for 10 minutes. A second round of PCR amplification was performed using 5 µl of undiluted (DMD-BMT1) or diluted (1:100, unaffected control) PCR product from the first round of amplification. Two hundred nanograms of dystrophin primers were used (C43F-C48R; C43F-C47R; C43F-CC45R; CC45F-C46R; C43F 5′-CCGCTGTTGAAAGGGTGAGC-3′; Taqman probe 5′-TGACACAGTGGTGCCTGCC-3′; 44F 5′-TCCCCAGTTGGACCTAACAT-3′; 45R 5′-ATCTTAAAGAATCCTCCAGGAT-3′; Taqman probe 5′-GTGACAGATTTCTTTTG-3′; 46R 5′-CATGTTTCTCGAGAAGACA-3′; Taqman probe 5′-AGATACACCAGTTG-3′; 44R 5′-CCATGAGGAAAAGTAAAAACT-3′; Taqman probe 5′-CTTGTGTTGCTGGAGTCC-3′). Primers and probes were used in the Taqman Universal PCR master mix at a final concentration of 200 µM. PCR conditions were 2 minutes at 50°C (once), 10 minutes at 95°C (once) followed by 15 seconds at 95°C, and 1 minute at 60°C for 40 cycles (single-round PCR).

Immunohistochemistry. DMD-BMT1 MSCs grown on glass slide chambers were stained with mouse anti-human CD105 (dilution 1:20; BD PharMingen, San Diego, California, USA). For muscle tissue, 10-µm sections were cut from snap-frozen muscle biopsies. Dystrophin was detected with the following primary Ab’s:
MANDYS102 (exon 43 epitope), MANEX 46B (exon 46 epitope) (24, 37), diluted 1:20; NCL-DYS1 and NCL-DYS2 (Novocastra Laboratories, Newcastle, United Kingdom), diluted 1:100. The affinity-purified rabbit polyclonal Ab CAP 6-10 directed to the dystrophin cDNA residues 6,181–9,544 (exon 42–64 protein epitopes) was used at a final concentration of 0.3 µg/ml (diluted 1:1,000) (38). Cultured cells or tissue sections were incubated with the primary Ab overnight at 4°C, washed three times for 10 minutes in PBS at room temperature, and incubated at room temperature for 1 hour with either a FITC- or a Cy5-conjugated secondary Ab (diluted 1:100; Jackson Immunochemicals Inc., West Grove, Pennsylvania, USA). Sections were washed again in PBS, mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, California, USA), and examined using a Zeiss Axiosphat microscope (Carl Zeiss Inc., Thornwood, New York, USA) (32). The same protocol was followed for simultaneous detection of dystrophin-positive myofibers and T cells using anti-dystrophin CAP 6-10 (diluted 1:100) and anti-human CD2 (diluted 1:100; DAKO Corp., Carpinteria, California, USA) overnight at 4°C, followed by incubations with anti-rabbit Cy5 and anti-mouse FITC (Jackson Immunochemicals Inc.), both diluted 1:100. For flow cytometry, anti-CD5 (Leu-1) antibody was purchased from Becton-Dickinson Immuno-cytometry Systems (San Jose, California, USA).

Fluorescence in-situ hybridization. Following immunohistochemistry, coverslips were removed, and muscle tissue sections were refixed in Histochoice (AMRESCO Inc., Solon, Ohio, USA) as described previously (39). The genomic phage clone ANN.1 or the cosmid clone cyD4.87 (40) containing genomic sequences flanking and including dystrophin exon 45 were separately labeled by nick translation with digoxigenin-11-DUTP (Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Indianapolis, Indiana, USA) using 1 µg of purified DNA (41). The X chromosome FITC-labeled centromeric probe was purchased (Rainbow Scientific Inc., Windsor, Connecticut, USA) and used according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Sections and probe were denatured at 70°C, and 200 ng of denatured, preannealed digoxigenin-labeled ANN.1 or CyD4.87 probe was added per slide. Sections were hybridized overnight at 37°C and processed as described previously (39).

Results
Clinical history. DMD-BMT1 is a 15-year-old male who was diagnosed with X-linked SCID at 6 months. There was a maternal family history of male infants who had died of opportunistic infections in infancy. DMD-BMT1 received conditioning with cyclophosphamide and anti-thymocyte globulin prior to receiving an HLA-haploidentical T cell–depleted BMT from his father. T cell depletion was accomplished by incubation of the donor marrow with anti-CD5 mAb and complement. Because the patient did not receive myeloablative conditioning, the expected outcome after BMT is that he would have donor-derived T lymphocytes, but that all other hematopoietic lineages would be host derived. After transplant, DMD-BMT1 had grade 3 acute graft-versus-host disease (GVHD), which required immunosuppression with cyclosporine and steroids. DMD-BMT1’s immune system has shown persistent absence of humoral function, manifested by chronic recurrent middle ear infections. He has been treated with intravenous immunoglobulin monthly for his hypogammaglobulinemia.

DMD-BMT1 walked at 2 years of age, the delay being attributed to his difficult post-BMT course. His parents reported that he had no interest in physical activities, but his intellectual development has been above average. During a scheduled visit at age 12, findings consistent with muscular dystrophy were noted, including elevated serum creatine kinase value (8,000–9,000 IU/ml), history of falling at school, shortened Achilles tendons, limb muscle hypertrophy, and Gower’s sign (22). Analysis of blood leukocyte DNA revealed a deletion of dystrophin exon 45, although a faint signal was present after long exposure of the autoradiogram. Currently, at age 15 years, DMD-BMT1 can still walk, but uses a wheelchair approximately 50% of the time.

Molecular diagnosis of DMD-BMT1. To confirm the deletion of dystrophin exon 45 in DMD-BMT1, a skin fibroblast cell line was established from the patient. PCR amplification of the fibroblast-derived DNA was performed using primers to all 79 dystrophin exons. All exons amplified from an unaffected control, and only exon 45 failed to amplify from DMD-BMT1, thus agreeing with the original finding that the deletion is restricted to dystrophin exon 45 (Figure 1a).

To determine the contribution of donor cells to the peripheral blood of DMD-BMT1 after BMT, genomic DNA was extracted from DMD-BMT1’s T lymphocyte and myeloid cell fractions. Amplification by PCR using primers to dystrophin exons 40 and 45 revealed that the T lymphocytes contained cells of donor origin as expected, while only a very faint exon 45 band was seen in the myeloid cells, indicating their predominant host origin (Figure 1b). Amplification of exon 40 was unaltered in all fractions.

To exclude the possibility that DMD-BMT1 is a somatic mosaic for a dystrophin gene deletion, which would limit the ability to unequivocally detect donor-derived cells, his mother’s carrier status was ascertained by two independent methods. PCR amplification and sequence analysis of dystrophin exon 45 on peripheral blood-derived genomic DNA of DMD-BMT1 (T lymphocytes and myeloid cells) and his parents revealed a polymorphism 143 bases into the intron flanking exon 45. The mother was apparently homozygous for G, while the father and DMD-BMT1 had an A in this position (Figure 1c). Because DMD is an X-linked disorder, the absence of a G in the myeloid cells from DMD-BMT1 is consistent with the inheritance of a null DMD allele from the mother. Her DMD carrier status was further confirmed by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis using a genomic DNA probe containing dystrophin exon 45 (λNN.1). Chromosome spreads from an unaffected female showed the presence of hybridization signals on the short arm of X.
both X chromosomes (Figure 2a), while chromosome spreads from DMD-BMT1’s mother consistently showed signals on only one X chromosome (Figure 2b), proving her carrier status and essentially excluding the possibility that DMD-BMT1 was a somatic mosaic for dystrophin exon 45 deletion. Interphase nuclei from DMD-BMT1–cultured fibroblasts showed no hybridization with the dystrophin exon 45 probe, while an X chromosome centromeric probe consistently showed one hybridization signal (Figure 2c).

To evaluate whether MSCs of donor origin were still present in DMD-BMT1 13 years after transplantation, a marrow aspirate was performed and the adherent cells were grown in vitro. The MSC culture was greater than 99% positive for CD105, a MSC marker (10, 42) (Figure 2d). Simultaneous FISH and immunofluorescence analyses demonstrated the presence of donor nuclei within CD105–MSCs at a frequency of 9 in 1,165 nuclei (0.77%) (Figure 2e). Recent reports have indicated that mouse BM cells can fuse spontaneously to other mononuclear cell types and subsequently convert to a large tetraploid cell upon nuclear fusion (20). To determine if the donor cells in DMD-BMT1 MSC cultures were diploid and not fused to host cells we examined interphase nuclei by FISH using an X chromosome centromeric probe (green) and a dystrophin exon 45 DNA probe (red), simultaneously. Donor nuclei appeared to have single red and green hybridization signals (Figure 2, f–g), while nuclei from an unaffected female revealed the presence of double green and red hybridization signals in greater than 90% of the nuclei, as expected (Figure 2, h–i). These results indicate that donor-derived MSC nuclei present in DMD-BMT1 marrow over a decade after BMT are diploid, not fused with host nuclei.

Muscle biopsy analyses. To ascertain engraftment of donor cells and expression of normal dystrophin in DMD-BMT1’s skeletal muscle, biopsies were surgically removed from the left calf and right quadriceps. Muscle biopsies from an unaffected individual, as well as two unrelated DMD patients (D1 and D2), were performed for clinical indications independent of this study and were provided from other institutions as control tissues. DMD patients D1 and D2 had a confirmed single-exon deletion of dystrophin exon 45, but did not receive BMT (data not shown).

Immunofluorescence and FISH analyses. For immunofluorescence analysis, frozen muscle biopsies from DMD-BMT1 and from control DMD patients D1 and D2 were serially sectioned and individually incubated with Ab’s recognizing different dystrophin epitopes. Upon

Figure 1
Deletion of dystrophin exon 45 in DMD-BMT1 genomic DNA by PCR. (a) DNA amplification performed using primers to dystrophin exons 42–47. Genomic DNA samples are from an unaffected individual (+) or DMD-BMT1 skin fibroblasts (D). The negative water control (−) is present for each primer set. M, molecular weight markers. (b) Coamplification of dystrophin exons 40 (599 bp) and 45 (383 bp) from genomic DNA of an unaffected individual (lane 1), DMD-BMT1 purified T cells (lane 2), or myeloid cells (lane 3). W, water control. (c) Chromatograms of the DNA sequence analyses performed on the dystrophin exon 45 band amplified by PCR from DMD-BMT1 and his parents. DMD BMT-1 and his father are homozygous for A at nucleotide 143 upstream of exon 45, while the mother has a G in this position.
examination, clusters of dystrophin-positive myofibers were observed in all patients, with no apparent difference between sections from DMD-BMT1 (Figure 3, a–c) and nontransplanted DMD patient D1 (Figure 3, d–f) and D2 (data not shown). Sections stained with MANDYS102 recognizing a protein epitope within dystrophin exon 43 (43, 44) (Figure 3, a and d) or CAP6-10 recognizing protein epitopes within dystrophin exons 42–64 (38) (Figure 3, c and f) revealed faint dystrophin reactivity in most myofibers and strong reactivity in interspersed, clustered myofibers that also appeared to be positive with MANEX46B, an Ab specific to a protein epitope within dystrophin exon 46 (Figure 3, b and e). There was no detectable difference in dystrophin staining between non-transplanted controls and DMD-BMT1.

FISH analysis of immunostained DMD-BMT1 tissue sections using simultaneously a dystrophin exon 45 DNA probe (red) and a X chromosome centromeric probe (green) revealed the presence of diploid donor nuclei fused within dystrophin-positive myofibers (magenta) with single green and red hybridization signals (Figure 3, g and h). Tissue sections from an unaffected female revealed the expected double green and red hybridization signals in 63% of nuclei (Figure 3i). FISH analysis on muscle tissue sections from D1 or D2 failed to detect dystrophin exon 45 (data not shown).
Since DMD-BMT1 is a hematopoietic chimera in which the T and NK lymphocytes are of donor origin, it was important to establish whether the donor-derived nuclei detected within dystrophin-positive myofibers were due to artificial overlay of T lymphocytes or incorporation of donor nuclei in a host myofiber. Simultaneous immunostaining of dystrophin and the T cell–specific protein CD2 did not show evidence that donor T lymphocytes had fused with the host myofibers. Instead, T lymphocytes were detected only interstitially in two separate series of serial sections spanning a total length of 700 µm (Figure 4, a and b). FISH analysis of 11 of these consecutive sections using a dystrophin exon 45 cosmid probe revealed eight interstitial T lymphocytes of donor origin (Figure 4c), eight donor nuclei fused within dystrophin-positive myofibers lacking the T lymphocyte marker CD2 (Figure 4, d–f), and two donor nuclei fused in dystrophin-negative myofibers.

RT-PCR analyses of mRNA transcripts. To investigate at the molecular level the type(s) of dystrophin transcripts expressed in the muscle of DMD-BMT1, nested RT-PCR analyses were performed. First-round cDNA amplification using primers specific for dystrophin exons 42–48 revealed the presence of a band of predicted size from an unaffected control and a band of reduced size from DMD-BMT1, D1, and D2 (data not shown). Reamplification of diluted PCR products using the nested primers C43F-C48R or C43F-C47R revealed the presence of multiple bands (Figure 5a), which were purified and sequenced. The largest band corresponded to the transcript lacking exon 45 (out of frame), while the smaller bands were consistent with transcripts either lacking exons 44 and 45 or exons 45, 46, and 47, respectively (Figure 5b). These transcripts are predicted to express in-frame, truncated dystrophin proteins 43–46 and 44–48 (24, 45). Multiple faint bands were also detected near the expected molecular weight of full-length dystrophin in DMD-BMT1 (Figure 5a). These bands were also purified, but sequence analysis failed to determine whether these transcripts corresponded to full-length dystrophin.

To detect wild-type dystrophin transcripts in DMD-BMT1, a first round of PCR amplification was performed using primers CC42F-CC45R or CC45F-C47R, followed by nested PCR amplification using primers C43F-CC45R or CC45F-C46R. Bands of expected size containing exon 45 were amplified from the unaffected control and DMD-BMT1 (Figure 5c). In contrast, amplification of cDNA from D1 and D2 using primers CC42F-CC45R failed to amplify a band, confirming that dystrophin exon 45 is deleted in these patients (data not shown).

To estimate the relative amounts of dystrophin transcripts present in DMD-BMT1 muscle, we performed real-time quantitative RT-PCR analysis (Figure 5d). The most abundant dystrophin cDNA in DMD-BMT1’s muscle is the exon 45–deleted isoform, followed by the 43–46 and 44–48 truncated in-frame isoforms (Figure 5d). There is detectable full-length dystrophin in DMD-BMT1 at an estimated amount of 0.0005% relative to normal (Figure 5d). A similar amount of normal dystrophin transcripts was detected in cDNA derived from peripheral blood lymphocytes of an unaffected individual (data not shown), thus making it difficult to rule out whether wild-type dystrophin transcripts in DMD-BMT1 are produced by fused donor nuclei or by interstitial donor-derived T lymphocytes. No wild-type dystrophin transcripts were amplified from D1 or D2 muscle-derived cDNA (data not shown).

Discussion

Studies in rodents have demonstrated that BM contains progenitors for hematopoietic and nonhematopoietic lineages (9, 11, 12, 13, 46), including skeletal muscle (30–32). Similarly, human BM cells can give rise to hepatocytes (18, 47, 48), cardiomyocytes (19), osteocytes (5, 6), and epithelial cells in vivo after BMT (18).

DMD-BMT1 has a very mild DMD clinical course, which prompted us to investigate whether the BMT he received for the treatment of X-SCID also slowed the progression of DMD symptoms through fusion of donor cells into dystrophic myofibers, resulting in expression of wild-type dystrophin. Our analyses demonstrate that the relatively mild clinical course of DMD-BMT1 is not likely due to BMT, but to exon skipping and expression of truncated dystrophin protein.

Molecular analyses had indicated that DMD-BMT1 inherited a dystrophin exon 45 deletion from his mother.
and that he is not a somatic mosaic for the deletion. Thus, FISH analysis using dystrophin exon 45 probes would unequivocally detect the presence of donor-derived nuclei in tissues obtained from DMD–BMT1. In contrast, an X chromosome centromeric probe would detect donor and host-derived nuclei. FISH analysis of muscle biopsies from DMD-BMT1 revealed that donor-derived nuclei had fused to dystrophin-positive myofibers. These nuclei were diploid and did not become tetraploid in vivo by fusion with host nuclei (20).

Codetection of dystrophin exon 45 by FISH and the T cell–specific marker CD2 demonstrated that most of the T cells within the muscle of DMD-BMT1 are of donor origin, as expected from the BMT. This analysis also suggests that donor nuclei fused within dystrophin-positive myofibers are unlikely to be incidental T cells lying on the host myofiber since they were not expressing CD2. However, these results do not completely exclude the possibility that a donor-derived T lymphocyte fused to a host myofiber had subsequently downregulated the expression of CD2. The presence of fused nuclei that are derived from the transplanted donor BM cells suggests the existence within adult human BM of a precursor cell that has the potential to fuse into mature skeletal muscle in vivo. Persistence of donor cells was also detected in MSC cultures 13 years after BMT.

Protein analysis by immunofluorescence revealed that 0.2–0.5% of DMD-BMT1’s myofibers brightly stain using a panel of different dystrophin Ab’s. A similar percentage of dystrophin-positive myofibers was also detected in two other DMD patients who had not received BMT, suggesting that the BM transplant in DMD-BMT1 did not significantly increase the proportion of dystrophin-positive myofibers. Quantitative RT-PCR analysis of dystrophin transcripts expressed in DMD-BMT1’s muscle indicated that the most abundant in-frame dystrophin transcript is 43–46, followed by 44–48, and then full-length dystrophin. In light of this, it is not possible to conclude that the mild disease course observed in DMD-BMT1 is due to the presence of the full-length dystrophin derived from donor cells, but is more likely the result of high levels of truncated dystrophin. Other reports have described expression of truncated dystrophin isoforms in DMD patients deleted for dystrophin exon 45, although the resulting phenotype varies from mild (49–54) to extremely severe (45). Since the first analysis of DMD-BMT1’s muscle was performed 13 years after BMT, it remains unclear whether at earlier time points a higher proportion of donor BM cells had engrafted into host myofibers and produced full-length dystrophin.

Because the aim of the haploidentical BM transplant for DMD-BMT1 was treatment of X-SCID, the conditions for transplantation may not have favored donor cell engraftment into host muscle. For example, to achieve engraftment in DMD-BMT1 marrow without inducing fatal GVHD, purging of the donor marrow with an anti-CD5 Ab and complement was used to remove mature T lymphocytes, which may have resulted in nonspecific losses of myogenic precursors. Conversely, the engraftment that was observed may reflect the profound defect in cell-mediated immunity due to SCID. Previous analyses of long-term engraftment of donor-derived muscle progenitors have used immunodeficient hosts (30, 32) and the role of immune responsiveness in determining the ability of marrow-derived muscle progenitors to engraft recipient skeletal muscle remains to be characterized.

In summary, this study has demonstrated that adult human-derived BM cells can become part of skeletal muscle myofibers. Donor-derived nuclei were identified in two separate muscle biopsies of a DMD patient 13 years after BMT. The patient described here is the result of the occurrence of DMD in a patient undergoing BMT for an established indication. The application of BMT for the treatment of DMD will require extensive preclinical studies to establish ideal progenitor cells and conditions for transplantation.

---

Figure 5
Analysis of dystrophin transcripts expressed in DMD-BMT1’s muscle. (a) U43–47 is unaffected control cDNA amplified with primers C43F-C47R; D43–47 and D43–48 are DMD-BMT1’s cDNA amplified using primers C43F-C47R or C43F-C48R, respectively. D43–48 shows the presence of three transcripts: del45 (655 bp), 43–46 (507 bp), and 44–48 (357 bp). (b) Schematic diagram of dystrophin transcripts amplified by RT-PCR and sequenced in DMD-BMT1. WT, wild type. (c) Amplification of full-length, donor-derived dystrophin in DMD-BMT1 (D43–45, D45–46) and in an unaffected control (U43–45, U45–46). (d) Quantitative RT-PCR analysis on total cDNA derived from DMD-BMT1 skeletal muscle. The cDNA was amplified using primers specific for the 45del isoform (dark blue), 44–48 in-frame truncated dystrophin (light blue), 43–46 in-frame truncated dystrophin (pink), and wild-type dystrophin (green). ΔRn, Δ reaction.
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